Single window Vendor Enlistment for all NTPC Plants
Vendor enlistment is the pre-condition for getting tender enquiry from NTPC plants against the
items/works offered for enlistment. Vendors do not need to approach each plant separately. They
get opportunity to participate in the tenders of all plants of NTPC.

Vision
“ Simplify the process of vendor enlistment and support stations by taking up vendor enlistment
activities jointly at Corp Centre and regions for materials and works on PAN NTPC basis as far as
possible and ensure uniformity, transparency, simplified e-procurement, reduction in procurement
lead time and inventory and have latest competent and reliable vendor base all the time who can
execute supply of quality materials / execute quality works making procurement process fair and cost
effective”

Scope of Vendor Enlistment
The enlistment of vendors done through this process shall be applicable for site O&M contracts/
O&M procurement cases of NTPC stations / Projects. However, this enlistment can also be used
for areas other than O&M.
If required, the subsidiaries/ joint ventures of NTPC can also adopt the enlisted vendor list of
different material enlistment groups (MEG) & works packages (CEG) .
Thus the vendors enlisted in the site will be having an opportunity to participate in the tenders
of all the operating stations of NTPC and the enlistment would be valid for a period of 3
years.
NTPC Limited has 17 Coal based, 7 Gas / Liquid fuel based , 7 Joint Venture / Subsidiary Power
Stations and 8 Renewable Energy Projects. These projects are located in various geographical
locations across the country.

A Win Win Proposition
This website has been developed to provide a platform to vendors to avail the opportunity of starting
business relation with NTPC in a fair, transparent, user friendly way. It would provide the quality
manufacturers / contractors a single window platform for getting themselves enlisted for PAN NTPC
tendering process. The website in future is envisioned to provide a WIN-WIN proposition both for the
NTPC as well as the agencies enlisted.

PRESS NOTE
VENDOR ENLISTMENT IN NTPC
NTPC is the largest power producing company in India with installed capacity of
44598 MW. It is having its presence in thermal (coal & gas), solar and hydro power.
The power plants for their operational & maintenance requirements every year
procure materials/items of about 2000 crores and awards works contract of about
1600 crores.
Until now, for operational requirements each plant used to procure separately by
issuing tenders in the local area of the plant and issuing tender notices to known
sources of materials and services. In this process, only the vendors and contractors
of the area where the plant is located used to participate in the tenders thereby,
resulting in the limited participation thereby limited competition. Sometimes the cost
of procurement is increased substantially and there always exists chances of
cartelization in the present process. This many times resulted in long procurement
time and uncertainties about the period of procurement. All these factors put
together resulted in increased inventory cost of the power plants.
To address all the above mentioned problems, NTPC under its new business
initiative has decided to go for expanding the vendor base and bringing uniformity in
procurement process at all power plants. For achieving this goal, NTPC is going for
enlistment of vendors and contractors for procurement of all materials and works
contract on All India basis. In this process, NTPC wants to involve each and every
potential vendor/contractor of all materials and works required by power plants so
that no eligible vendor is left out of the tendering process of NTPC plants. After
completion of this process, for future tenders of all power stations of NTPC, tender
notices will be sent to only enlisted agencies. As a result only enlisted agencies can
participate in NTPC tenders and other agencies who did not enlist themselves in the
enlistment process will be left out.
Earlier vendors and contractors used to participate in tenders of nearby power
stations only because they have to travel long distances to participate in tender of
other power plants. The vendors, due to lack of knowledge about procedures of
other stations, used to restrict themselves to the power plants located near to their
area. This resulted in limited contractor participation in NTPC tenders affecting the
interest of NTPC power plants. At the same time, vendors also have to satisfy
themselves with the limited business opportunities available in the nearby plants.
But in the new process, as NTPC is enlisting contractors and vendors on All India
basis, the list of enlisted vendors for different material and works category are used
uniformly by all the power plants of NTPC, and they will issue tender notices to all
the enlisted agencies for procurement of material and works contracts. In this way,
enlisted agencies will get tender notices from all power plants of NTPC resulting in
30 times more business opportunities for the vendors and contractors to expand
their business sitting at their own locations without travelling long distances. Once
enlisted, the enlistment of the agency is valid for 3 years period, this means, if an
agency participates in the enlistment process of NTPC and enlists themselves, they

can get tender notices from all NTPC power stations for a period of 3 years. For
participating in enlistment process, no fees will be charged from the vendors and
contractors.
For enlistment of vendors NTPC has developed separate website exclusively
designed to meet all the requirements of vendors so that vendors and contractors
once participate in enlistment process they can deal with all the aspects related to
tendering, supplying of material, getting payments, resolving issues through website
without physically visiting the power plants. In this website the vendors and
contractors have to register themselves and submit the required documents by
uploading in the website to get them enlisted. After completion of enlistment the
agency will be issued a certificate of enlistment which is valid for 3 years period. To
facilitate the vendor the helpline branches are set up in all NTPC offices and power
plants, so that vendors can clarify their doubts and enlist themselves without any
trouble.
As a result of this All India vendors enlistment process, NTPC is going to be
benefitted immensely because of wider participation of vendors and contractors in all
tenders of NTPC power stations. Unlike the earlier system, after this enlistment each
power station will get vendors and contractors from all over India participating in all
their tenders. This will result in better competition, huge cost saving for company’s
procurement. Chances of cartelization and ring formation are completely routed out
and eradicated. With this, the procurement period will drastically reduce, thereby
resulting in huge reduction in inventory carrying cost of the company. This will result
in more fair and transparent procurement process which will have long lasting
positive effect on company’s working and image. The vendors and contractors all
over India will be immensely benefitted and properly recognized by this transparent
process of procurement.
Hence, all the vendors and contractors from all over the country are hereby invited
to participate in NTPC enlistment process and become business partners of NTPC to
avail of great business opportunities NTPC is providing.
The enlistment process will start on 15.4.2015.

